Reality vs. fantasy

Reading Comprehension Worksheet

Practice
A parent or tutor should read to the student and help the student to record their answers.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Reality is something that *can happen in real life.*

Fantasy is something that *cannot happen in real life.*

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Here are some things that are **reality** and some things that are **fantasy**.

Circle the word “reality” if it *can* happen in real life.

Circle the word “fantasy” if it *cannot* happen in real life.

1. Amy’s aunt has a magic carpet that she can ride on through the air.
   - reality
   - fantasy

2. Chuck’s dad has a pickup truck that he uses for work.
   - reality
   - fantasy

3. Abby met a fairy princess who granted her three wishes.
   - reality
   - fantasy

4. Darcy won first prize in the rope-jumping contest.
   - reality
   - fantasy
5. The gypsy woman has a crystal ball that can show what will happen in the future.

6. The little old man wiggled his nose and the rainstorm stopped.

7. What are 2 other things that are can happen in real life?

   ____________________________________________
   ____________________________________________

8. What are 2 other things that cannot happen in real life?

   ____________________________________________
   ____________________________________________
Answer Key

1. fantasy
2. reality
3. fantasy
4. reality
5. fantasy
6. fantasy

7-8 Accept all reasonable responses.